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VILLA SAN ESPRIT 
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Admission only by appointment Tel: +49 (0)89-23512079 
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Last name:   First name:  

Date of birth:   Street:  

PLZ:   Ort:  

Telephone:   Email:  

Desired date:   Alternative date:  

Medical diagnoses:    

   

 

 

1. With my signature I confirm that I am aware that the staff members of the SAN ESPRIT 

healer team are neither doctors nor alternative practitioners but spiritual healers that 

fulfil their task to help people exclusively by the spiritual powers of the minds.  

2. I am aware that Spiritual Healing is no treatment in a medical sense but a merely 

spiritual procedure. ”SAN ESPRIT Ltd. emphasizes that the use of Spiritual 

Healing is not based on neither medical or psychological knowledge and skills 

and therefore do not want to give the impression of providing medical or 

psychotherapeutic treatment. Energy Work and Spiritual Healing is 

ritual/spiritual/counselling/indicatory and not 

medical/psychological/physiotherapeutic.”  

3. I confirm that I am aware that the members of the SAN ESPRIT healer team do not 

make any promises for healing nor make diagnoses: “Beneficial personality 

developments and changes of mental and physical sensitivities by means of 

Spiritual Healing have often been reported. These reports are, however, 

exclusively well-documented personal experiences. Every person responds 

differently to spiritual healing and energy work. Therefore, SAN ESPRIT Ltd. 

cannot give any guarantee for effectiveness or harmlessness. We do not make 

any promises for success or healing.”  

4. “Energy work and Spiritual Healing are neither a medical healing method nor a 

form of psychotherapy. Therefore, you should always consult your doctor in 

case of severe health problems. An ongoing medical treatment should not be 

interrupted or abandoned and a future necessary treatment should not be 

postponed or completely omitted. With my signature I confirm that the 

responsibility is entirely up to me. 
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5. I confirm that I will be taking part in possible courses and seminars at the 

centre of SAN ESPRIT Ltd. at my own risk and that I take complete 

responsibility for my own development.“ Energy work can enable people to 

take their life in their own hands and to act instead of react. We emphasize 

that this newly found freedom can lead to a change of life. A counselling 

employing Spiritual Healing only covers possibilities for solutions, patterns 

and suggestions for improvement. To what extent they are adopted is at the 

discretion of the individual. These are merely recommendations for dealing 

with limiting life beliefs and mental/physical sensitivities, as well as the 

design of relationships in the professional or private environment. This does 

not imply any promise for effectiveness. San Esprit Ltd. does not accept any 

responsibility for the further conduct of life of the client and does not give any 

guarantee for the fulfilment of hopes and expectations.” 

6. I confirm that I am aware that the Clinic for Spiritual Healing is not a kind of wellness 

hotel or rehabilitation clinic and that my stay there will be at my own risk. Liability for 

grossly negligent conduct on the part of the staff members of SAN ESPRIT Ltd. is 

excluded from this. 

7. I confirm that I am aware that there will be no television, no room service, no 

emergency bell, no trained nurse, no telephone, no safe and that possible catering in 

the house is not included in the price. 

8. I confirm that a basic price of 220 Euros incl. VAT per night and treatment day is 

agreed upon. This includes at least 2 intensive sessions of spiritual healing per day. 

Services by external therapists will be separately invoiced by them. 

9. I confirm that I am aware that the minimum stay at the SAN ESPRIT clinic is 3 nights 

and 3 days and that the stay has to be settled on site in cash or by credit card. 

10. I am aware that all services provided by the clinic, its staff members as well by external 

therapists will not be covered by any health insurance but have to be settled by myself. 

11. I confirm that I am aware that the members of the SAN ESPRIT healer team are not 

subject to any legal secrecy agreement but have agreed to a voluntary secrecy 

agreement. 

12. I confirm that I am aware that smoking is not allowed on the entire terrain and in the 

house and that I am expected not to take any alcohol during my entire stay. 

13. I confirm that I am aware that the house is not handicapped or wheelchair accessible. 

With my signature I confirm that I am not under the influence of mind-altering drugs or other 

substances. I am aware that I have to expect merely spiritual help. 

 

 

 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
City, Date Signature 


